
3x VSL Generator: Review Examining Jon Benson’s Formula Program Released 

3x VSL Generator software, a program that claims to really give people the method to automatically get 

sales copy written to double or triple their conversions, upsells, and opt-ins has caught the attention of 

BarryRealMarketing.com’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review. 

“3X VSL Formula course, a revamped and totally new and updated version of the best selling  program 

and training course that gives you the vital knowledge and ability to create the next generation of video 

sales letters,” reports Stevenson. “It is not just a VSL creator but also an educational training course that 

gives you the knowledge you need to understand exactly why this method works.” 

The 3x VSL Formula review shows the course is comprised of training that shows how to record, how to 

sell with a voice, and how to fast track video sales letters, mini tutorials, automatic creation of Power 

Point slides that saving users up to 95% of the time usually spent on this onerous task, a handy note 

taking feature, template creation option to cut down split testing time and keep the best ones as a 

template, automatic sales copy generator, and a detailed slide viewer where users can edit, add slides 

and make their VSL completely personal to their needs. Mini videos offers the exact information users 

need to create each section and slide within their 3x VSL Generator, which includes instruction on their 

emails, blogs, copy, and much more. With the Enterprise Solution, users can create as many video sales 

letters as they want with the click of a mouse. 

“Our 3x VSL Formula shows the training course contains over 12 hours of slide by slide video tutorial 

training and a further 18 hours of video instruction. You delve deep into the psychology of sales, 

neurolinguistic programming, and how to create powerful stories that really sell,” says Stevenson. “3x 

VSL Generator doesn’t even require you to have loads of pre-existing knowledge because it works just as 

well if you’re a complete rookie or a seasoned marketer.  Its handy note taking feature is a little tool 

allows you to take notes anywhere within the system and tag it to the section you require.  Once again, 

this is a huge time saver when you’re compiling the words you need to make that great, cash generating, 

video sales letter.” 

“Whether you are young or old, male or female, experienced at Internet Marketing or not, you can learn 

loads from 3x VSL Generator.  It honestly will provide you with crucial information that will see your 

sales rocket. It has been produced to help you not only become a success, but become a mega success. 

Once you begin to understand the covert psychology behind VSLs that truly sell, so yours will become 

better and help you generate   more income. Whether you work at your Internet Marketing business full 

time, part time or only on and ad hoc basis, it honestly will provide you with crucial information that will 

see your sales rocket.” 

 Those wishing to purchase 3x VSL Formula with Generator, or for more information, should go here: 

http://barryrealmarketing.com/go/VSL/  

To access a comprehensive 3x VSL Generator review, visit http://barryrealmarketing.com/3x-vsl-

generator-formula-review  


